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1. INTRODUCTION
Asymptotic homomorphisms were introduced by Connes and Higson in
order to give a concrete realization of a category which is universal for
functors from separable C*-algebras to abelian groups that are homotopy
invariant, stable, and half-exact; cf. [CH1]. The quest for such a category,
or bi-functor, was motivated by the fact that the KK-theory of Kasparov
is not half-exact with respect to arbitrary extensions of separable C*-algebras
(see [H3], [Sk]). The result was E-theory,
E(A, B)=[[SAK, SBK]]
(cf. [CH1]), based on asymptotic homomorphisms .=(.t)t # [1, ) :
SAK  SBK, where the individual maps, the .t ’s, can be com-
pletely arbitrary, but satisfy the algebraic identities defining a V-homo-
morphism asymptotically as t tends to infinity. Thanks to Higson’s abstract
characterization of KK-theory there is a natural map KK(A, B)  E(A, B),
and due the celebrated theorem of Choi and Effros [CE], this map is an
isomorphism when A is nuclear. So for very many C*-algebras E-theory
gives an alternative picture of KK-theory. This has been been used with
amazing success in the program of classifying simple C*-algebras; cf., e.g.,
[Ki], [Ph]. In this way E-theory has turned out to have important temporal
applications, despite the somewhat abstract considerations leading to its intro-
duction in the first place.
The general (non-nuclear) relation between KK-theory and E-theory was
clarified in [H-LT], where it was proved that
KK(A, B)=[[SAK, SBK]]cp ,
where the right-hand side differs from E(A, B) in that the only asymptotic
homomorphisms considered are those for which the individual maps, .t ’s,
are all completely positive linear contractions. The purpose with the present
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paper is to generalize this result to cover the equivariant KK-theory of
Kasparov; cf. [K]. It turns out that the proof from the non-equivariant
case can be made to work in the equivariant case also. A main step in this
direction was taken in [T2], where Higson’s characterization of KK-theory
was extended to the equivariant case. Another main ingredient of the proof
has been available for some time, namely the result of Baaj and Skandalis
that equivariant KK-theory is half-exact with respect to extensions of
G-algebras which admit a completely positive contractive and equivariant
section for the quotient map; cf. [BS]. The remaining ingredients will be
produced in this paper and by putting them together in the same way as
that in [H-LT] they prove that for any locally compact second countable
group G, there is an isomorphism
KKG(A, B)&[[SAK G , SBK G]]Gcp ,
where K G is the G-algebra of compact operators obtained by considering
the direct sum of countably many copies of the regular representation of G,
and the asymptotic homomorphisms consist of those for which the individual
maps are completely positive linear and equivariant contractions. The iso-
morphism is natural in both variables and takes the Kasparov product to
the obviously defined composition product.
2. COMPLETELY POSITIVE EQUIVARIANT ASYMPTOTIC
HOMOMORPHISMS
Fix a locally compact second countable group G. A separable C*-algebra
with a pointwise norm continuous action of G by automorphisms will be
called a G-algebra. Let (A, :) and (B, ;) be G-algebras. Note that the
action ;: G  Aut B extends uniquely to a strictly continuous action ; of G
on the multiplier algebra M(B). A completely positive equivariant asymp-
totic homomorphism from A to B is an asymptotic homomorphism .=
(.t)t # [0, 1) : (A, :)  (B, ;) (cf. [CH1]) such that each .t is a completely
positive linear and equivariant contraction and .0=0. Two completely
positive equivariant asymptotic homomorphisms, ., : A  B, are homo-
topic when there is a completely positive equivariant asymptotic homomor-
phism 8=[8t]: A  C[0, 1]B such that ?0 b 8t=.t , ?1 b 8t=t for
all t # [0, 1), where ?0 , ?1 denote the evaluation maps from the endpoints
of the interval. Homotopy is an equivalence relation on the set of com-
pletely positive equivariant asymptotic homomorphisms from A to B, and
we denote the set of equivalence classes by
[[A, B]]Gcp .
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This set, [[A, B]]Gcp , is functorial in both variables with respect to equiv-
ariant V-homomorphisms between G-algebras; contravariant in the first
variable and covariant in the second.
A parametrization r: [0, 1)  [0, 1) is a continuous function such that
r(0)=0 and limt  1 r(t)=1.
Theorem 2.1. There is a map
[[A, B]]Gcp _[[B, C]]
G
cp % (x, y)  y vx # [[A, C]]Gcp
with the following properties:
(a) (Definition): When .: A  B and : B  C are completely positive
equivariant asymptotic homomorphisms there is a parametrization r: [0, 1)
 [0, 1) such that *=[s(t) b .t]t # [0, 1) is a completely positive equivariant
asymptotic homomorphism for every parametrization sr, and
[] v[.]=[*].
(b) (Associativity):
z v( y vx)=(z vy) vx.
Proof. The proof, which depends on the separability of the C*-algebras
involved, is conceptually the same as that in [CH1], but technically much
simpler. We omit it here. K
The map v will be called the composition product.
3. EQUIVARIANTLY SEMI-SPLIT EXTENSIONS
Let j: (A, :)  (B, ;) be an equivariant map between G-algebras. By a
G-invariant approximate unit for j we mean a sequence [un]/[m # M(B):
mB/j(A), 0m1] such that limn  1 un j(a)= j(a) for all a # A and
;g (un)=un for all g # G, n # N.
Lemma 3.1. Let j : (A, :)  (B, ;) be an equivariant map between
G-algebras such that j(A) is an ideal in B and assume that [un] is a
G-invariant approximate unit for j. There is then a norm-continuous path
v=[vt : t # [0, 1)] of ; -invariant elements, 0vt1, in co[un]/M(B)
such that
1. v0=0 and limt  1 vt j(a)= j(a) for all a # A,
2. limt  1 vtb&bvt=0 for all b # B,
3. vt B/j(A) for all t # [0, 1).
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 1.4 of [K] and its proof. K
A path [vt] as in Lemma 3.1 will be called a G-invariant asymptotically
central unit for j. In the following we shall consider extensions of G-algebras.
Such an extension is called a G-extension when the V-homomorphisms
involved are equivariant. Let S denote the C*-algebra C0(0, 1), and for any
G-algebra A we consider SA=C0(0, 1)A as a G-algebra with action
given by (g } f )(t)= g } f (t).
Definition 3.2. A G-extension 0  J  E wp A  0 is said to be equiv-
ariantly semi-split when there is a completely positive equivariant contraction
s: A  E such that p b s=idA and there is a G-invariant approximate unit
for j.
The crucial point here is that an equivariantly semi-split extension allows
us to obtain a version of the ConnesHigson construction (cf. [CH1])
which gives us a completely positive equivariant asymptotic homomor-
phism as output.
Lemma 3.3. Let 0  B wj E wp A  0 be an equivariantly semi-split
G-extension. Let !: A  E be a completely positive equivariant contraction
such that p b !=idA , and let [vt]t # [0, 1) /M(E) be a G-invariant asymptoti-
cally central unit for j. It follows that there is a completely positive equivariant
asymptotic homomorphism =(t)t # [0, 1) : SA  B and a parametrization
r: [0, 1)  [0, 1) such that
lim
t  1
& j(t( fa))& f (vr(t)) !(a)&=0
for all f # S, a # A.
Proof. For each n # N, let [ f ni : i=1, 2, ..., n] be a partition of unity
in C[0, 1] subordinate to the cover [t # [0, 1] : (i&1)nt(i+1)n],
i=1, 2, ..., n. For each t # [0, 1) and each i # [2, 3, ..., n] we have that
f ni (vt) E/j(B), so we can define P
t
n : SA  B, n2, by
j(P tn(g))= :
n
i=2
f ni (vt)
12 ! \g \ in++ f ni (vt)12.
Set Pts=0, s1, and define P
t
s : SA  B by (1&s+n) P
t
n+(s&n) P
t
n+1 ,
s # [n, n+1], n # N. P ts is then a completely positive contraction since ! is,
and the map [0, 1)_[0, ) % (t, s)  Pts(g) is norm-continuous for all
g # SA. Furthermore, the G-invariance of vt and the equivariance of ! and
j imply that P ts is equivariant. Let [gk] be a dense sequence in S=C0(0, 1)
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and [ak] a dense sequence in A. For each n2 there is a tn # [0, 1) such
that
" j(Ptk(gi1 ai2 ))& :
k
l=2
f kl (vt) ! \gi1 \ lk+ ai2+"
1
n
for all k # [2, 3, ..., n], i1 , i2 # [1, 2, ..., n] and all ttn . We set tn=0, n2.
We may assume that tntn+1 for all n and that limn   tn=1. Let
R: [0, )  [0, 1) be the function such that R(n)=tn for all n and R is linear
between n and n+1. For each i1 we have that limk   &gi1&
k
l=2 gi1(lk) f
k
l &
=0, so we find that
lim
k  
sup
t # [0, 1) " :
k
l=2
f kl (vt) ! \gi1 \ lk+ a i2+& g i1 (vt) !(ai2 )"=0
for all i1 , i2 . Hence limt   & j(PR(t)t (gi1 ai2 ))& gi1 (vR(t)) !(ai2 )&=0 for
all i1 , i2 . Set r(t) = R(tan((?2) t)) and t = Pr(t)tan((?2) t) , t # [0, 1).
Then each t is a completely positive equivariant contraction, and
limt  1 & j(t(gi a j))& gi (vr(t)) !(aj)&=0 for all i, j. Since &t &1 for
all t, it follows that limt  1 & j(t( fa))& f (vr(t)) !(a)&=0 for all f # S,
a # A. K
The construction of the completely positive equivariant asymptotic
homomorphism in Lemma 3.3 will be called the equivariant ConnesHigson
construction. Let .=[.t]t # [0, 1) : A  B be a completely positive equivariant
asymptotic homomorphism from A to B. Let C0b([0, 1), B) be the C*-algebra
of continuous bounded functions f: [0, 1)  B such that f (0)=0. Set
E.=[(a, f ) # AC0b([0, 1), B) : lim
t  1
f (t)&.t(a)=0].
Define j: SB  E. by j( f )=(0, f ) and p: E.  A by p(a, f )=a. Then
0  SB wj E. w
p A  0 (3.1)
is a G-extension; the action of G on E. is given by g } (a, f )=(g } a, g } f ),
where (g } f )(t)= g } f (t). This action is continuous by Theorem 2.4 of [T1].
The extension (3.1) splits equivariantly via a [ (a, f ), where f (t)=.t(a),
and this map is clearly a completely positive linear contraction. Let [ fn]
be an approximate unit for C0(0, 1). Each fn defines a multiplier un of E.
by un(a, f )=(0, fn f ). It is clear that [un] is a G-invariant approximate
unit for j, so we see that (3.1) is an equivariantly semi-split G-extension.
Lemma 3.4. Let : SA  SB be the completely positive equivariant
asymptotic homomorphism obtained by applying the equivariant ConnesHigson
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construction to (3.1). Then []=&[S.] in [[SA, SB]]Gcp , where S. is the
suspension of ..
Proof. For each t # [0, 1), let vt : [0, 1]  [0, 1] be the function which
is constant t on [0, t], equal to 0 at 1 and linear between t and 1. For each
t we define a multiplier vt of E. by vt(a, f )=(0, vt f ). This is then a
G-invariant asymptotically central unit for j: SB  E. . So we see that  is
represented by a completely positive equivariant asymptotic homomor-
phism : SA  SB given by t( fa)(x)= f (vr(t)(x)) .x(a), x # (0, 1), for
some parametrization r. The homotopies that were used in the proof of
Lemma 1.3 in [H-LT] now show that  is homotopic, through a path of
completely positive equivariant asymptotic homomorphisms, to &S[.].
K
Lemma 3.5. Let
0 ww J wwj $ A$ wwp$ B$ ww 0
 i
0 ww J wwj A wwp B ww 0
be a commuting diagram of G-algebras such that the horizontal rows are
equivariantly semi-split G-extensions. Let _$: SB$  J and _: SB  J be the
completely positive equivariant asymptotic homomorphisms obtained by
applying the equivariant ConnesHigson construction to the upper and lower
G-extensions, respectively. Then
(Si)* [_]=[_$]
in [[SB$, J]]Gcp .
Proof. We identify A$ and A with [(b, m) # B$M(J) : .$(b)&m # J]
and [(b, m) # BM(J) : .(b)&m # J], respectively, where both .$ and .
are equivariant completely positive contractions .$: B$  M(J), .: B  M(J).
We may assume that . b i=.$. Let v$=[v$t]t # [0, 1) be a G-invariant asymptoti-
cally central unit for j $. Then v$t(b, m)=(0, ut m), (b, m) # A$, for some
ut # M(J) and we may define vt # M(A) by vt(b, m)=(0, utm). By con-
sidering the C*-subalgebra of M(J) generated by .(A) _ .$(A$) and using
Lemma 1.4 in [K] we may suppose that [vt]t # [0, 1) is a G-invariant asymp-
totically central unit for j. Hence, according to Lemma 3.3, we can find a
parametrization r and completely positive equivariant asymptotic homo-
morphisms +$: SB$  J and +: SB  J such that [_$]=[+$] in [[SB$, J]]Gcp ,
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[_]=[+] in [[SB, J]]Gcp , limt  1 (+$t( fb$)& f (ur(t)) .$(b$))=0 and
limt  1 (+t( fb)& f (ur(t)) .(b))=0 for all f # S, b # B, b$ # B$. But then
lim
t  1
(+t(Si( fb))&+$t( fb))= lim
t  1
( f (ur(t)) .(i(b))& f (ur(t)) .$(b))=0,
for all f # S, b # B$, so that (Si)* [_]=(Si)* [+]=[+$]=[_$]. K
Lemma 3.6. Let
0 ww J wwj A wwp B ww 0
i 
0 ww J$ wwj $ A$ wwp$ B ww 0
be a commuting diagram of G-algebras such that the horizontal rows are
equivariantly semi-split G-extensions. Assume that there is a G-invariant
approximate unit, [u$n], for j and a sequence [un]/M(A$) such that (un a)
=u$n(a) for all n # N, a # A. Let _: SB  J and _$: SB  J$ be the completely
positive equivariant asymptotic homomorphisms obtained by applying the equi-
variant ConnesHigson construction to the upper and lower extension,
respectively. Then
i
*
[_]=[_$]
in [[SB, J$]]Gcp .
Proof. Let .: B  A be a completely positive equivariant contractive
section for the quotient map of the upper extension. Then  b . is a
completely positive equivariant section for the quotient map of the lower
extension. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that there is a G-invariant asymptoti-
cally central unit [vt]t # [0, 1) for j and a norm continuous path of elements
[v$t]t # [0, 1) /M(A$) such that 0v$t1 for all t, limt  1 v$t (a)&(a) v$t
=0 for all a # A, limt  1 v$t j $ b i(x)= j $ b i(x) for all x # J, and v$t (a)=
(vt a) for all t and all a # A. Let u=[ut] t # [0, 1) be a G-invariant asymp-
totically central unit for j $. By repeating the construction from the proof of
Lemma 3.3 we obtain, for any sufficiently large parametrization r, a com-
pletely positive equivariant asymptotic homomorphism 8: SB  C[0, 1]J$
such that
lim
t  1
sup
s # [0, 1]
& j(8t( fb)(s))& f (sv$r(t)+(1&s) ur(t))  b .(b)&=0
for all f # S, b # B. 8 will then represent a homotopy between completely
positive equivariant asymptotic homomorphisms +0, +1: SB  J$ such that
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limt  1 j $(+0t ( fb))& f (ur(t))  b .(b)=0 and limt  1 j $(+
1
t ( fb))&
f (v$r(t))  b .(b)=0 for all f # S, b # B. If just r is chosen sufficiently large,
we have that [+0] = [_$] in [[SB, J$]]Gcp . Since f (v$r(t))  b .(b) =
( f (vr(t)) .(b)), we see that limt  1 j $(u1t ( fb))&i( f (vr(t)) .(b))=0 for
all f # S, b # B. Hence [+1]=i
*
[_]. K
Consider a G-extension
0  J wj A wp B  0, (3.2)
which we assume is equivariantly semi-split. Let !: B  A be a completely
positive contractive equivariant section for p and let w=[wt]t # [0, 1) be a
G-invariant asymptotically central unit for j. The mapping cone
Cp=[(a, f ) # AC0[0, 1)B : p(a)= f (0)]
is then a G-algebra and we consider the usual mapping cone extension
0  SJ  C0[0, 1)A w
_ Cp  0, (3.3)
where _( f )=( f (0), p b f ).
Lemma 3.7. The extension (3.3) is equivariantly semi-split.
Proof. Set us=w1&s , s # (0, 1], and define 9: Cp  C0[0, 1)A by
9(a, f )={us aus+(1&u
2
s )
12 !( f (s))(1&u2s )
12,
a,
s # (0, 1]
s=0.
The arguments from [B1, Lemma 19.5.3] show that 9(a, f ) is actually in
C0[0, 1)A. Once this is established it is clear that 9 is a completely
positive equivariant contraction such that _ b 9=idCp . Let [vn] be a
G-invariant approximate unit for j and [ fn] an approximate unit for S.
For each n we define a multiplier v$n # M(C0[0, 1)A) by v$n( f )(s)=
vn fn(s) f (s), s # [0, 1). Then [v$n] is clearly a G-invariant approximate unit
for j $. K
Proposition 3.8. Let F be a homotopy invariant functor from the
category of G-algebras to abelian groups which is half-exact with respect to
equivariantly semi-split G-extensions. It follows that (3.2) gives rise to a long
exact sequence
} } } ww
S 3p
* F(S 3B) w F(S2J) wwS
2j
* F(S2A) wwS
2p
* } } }
} } } F(SB) w F(J) w
j
* F(A) wp* F(B)
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Proof. This follows from standard arguments; cf. [B1, Sect. 21.4]. The
only additional consideration is that all extensions employed are equiv-
ariantly semi-split G-extensions because the one we begin with is. The only
extension for which this is not straightforward is that handled by Lemma 3.7.
K
Lemma 3.9. Let D be a G-algebra. The element x of [[SD, SD]]Gcp
obtained by applying the equivariant ConnesHigson construction to the equi-
variantly semi-split G-extension 0  SD  C0[0, 1)D  D  0 is [idSD].
Proof. Let ; # Aut SD be given by ;( f )(t)= f (1&t). Then ;
*
(x)=&x
in [[SD, SD]]Gcp . There is an obvious commuting diagram
0 ww SD ww C0[0, 1)D ww D ww 0
;
0 ww SD ww C0(0, 1]D ww D ww 0
It follows from Lemma 3.6 that &x # [[SD, SD]]Gcp is represented by the
asymptotic homomorphism obtained by applying the equivariant Connes
Higson construction to the lower G-extension. By using Lemma 3.4 on the
asymptotic homomorphism .=(.t)t # [0, 1) : D  D given by .t(d )=td, we
find that &x=&[idSD]. K
The equivariant ConnesHigson construction applied to the extension
(3.3) gives us a completely positive equivariant asymptotic homomorphism
=_ : SCp  SJ, and in the the other direction there is an equivariant V-homo-
morphism ‘: J  Cp given by ‘( y)=( j( y), 0).
Theorem 3.10.
[=_] vS[‘]=[idSJ] in [[SJ, SJ]]Gcp
and
S[‘] v[=_]=[idSCp ] in [[SCp , SCp]]
G
cp .
Proof. There is a commuting diagram
0 ww SJ wwi C0[0, 1)A ww Cp ww 0
‘
0 ww SJ ww C0[0, 1)J ww J ww 0
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of G-algebras, so by Lemmas 3.9 and 3.5 we have that
[=_] v[S‘]=(S‘)* ([=_])=[idSJ]
in [[SJ, SJ]]Gcp . In the other direction we have a commuting diagram
0 ww SJ wwj $ C0[0, 1)A ww
q Cp ww 0
S‘ 
0 ww SCp ww C0[0, 1)Cp ww Cp ww 0
of G-algebras.  is defined by
( f )(s)=( f (s), p( fs)), s # [0, 1), f # C0[0, 1)A,
where fs : [0, 1)  A is given by fs( y)= f (s+ y(1&s)). Note that both
rows are equivariantly semi-split G-extensions. Let wn # M(C0[0, 1)A)
be a G-invariant approximate unit for j $, e.g., the one constructed in the
proof of Lemma 3.7. Then each wn may be considered as a norm-bounded
strictly continuous map wn : [0, 1)  M(A). For each s # [0, 1), we can
define w$n(s) # M(Cp) by
w$n(s)(a, f )=(wn(s) a, wsn f ),
where wsn( y)= p~ (wn(s+(1&s) y)), y # [0, 1), and p~ : M(A)  M(B) is the
homomorphism extending p. Then s [ w$n(s) is a strictly continuous norm-
bounded function and defines therefore an element w$n # M(C0[0, 1)Cp).
Then w$n( f )=(wn f ) for all n and all f # C0[0, 1)A, so we can use
Lemmas 3.9 and 3.6 to conclude that [S‘] v[=_]=(S‘)* ([=_])=[idSCp ]
in [[SCp , SCp]]Gcp . K
Theorem 3.11. For any G-algebra C, the functor
[[C, S&]]Gcp
is half-exact with respect to equivariantly semi-split G-extensions.
Proof. The proof of Proposition 6 in [D] can now be copied ad verbatim.
The theorem follows by combining this with Theorem 3.10. K
In particular it follows that we can apply Proposition 3.8 to the functor
[[A, S&]]Gcp . It is very important that the connecting map which occurs
in this setting be related to the equivariant ConnesHigson construction
and the composition product in a natural way.
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Theorem 3.12. Let D be a G-algebra and consider an equivariantly semi-
split G-extension of the form (3.2). Let x # [[SB, J]]Gcp be the element
obtained by applying the equivariant ConnesHigson construction to this
extension and let ’: SB  Cp and ‘: J  Cp be the V-homomorphisms given
by ’( f )=(0, f ) and ‘( y)=( j( y), 0), respectively. Then [S‘]&1 v[S’]=
&Sx in [[S2B, SJ]]Gcp .
Proof. By Theorem 3.10, [S‘]&1=[=_] # [[SCp , SJ]]G . The commuting
diagram
0 ww SJ Sj SA Sp SB ww 0
’
0 ww SJ wwi C0[0, 1)A ww Cp ww 0
of G-algebras shows, together with Lemma 3.5, that [=_] v[S’]=(S’)* [=_]
is the asymptotic homomorphism obtained by applying the equivariant
ConnesHigson construction to the suspension of (3.2). But this is easily
seen to by &Sx; cf. [H-LT]. Consequently [S‘]&1 v[S’]=[=_] v[S’]
=&Sx. K
By combining 3.8, 3.11, and 3.12 we get the following:
Proposition 3.13. Let D be a G-algebra and consider an equivariantly
semi-split G-extension as in (3.2). For each n2, define : [[D, SnB]]Gcp 
[[D, Sn&1J]]Gcp by y [ &S
n&1(x) vy, where x # [[SB, J]]G is the asymp-
totic homomorphism obtained by applying the equivariant ConnesHigson
construction to (3.2). Then the sequence
} } } ww
S3p
* [[D, S3B]]Gcp w

[[D, S2J]]Gcp ww
S 2j
* [[D, S 2A]]Gcp
ww
S2p
* } } } [[D, S 2B]]Gcp w

[[D, SJ]]Gcp w
Sj
* [[D, SA]]Gcp
ww
Sp
* [[D, SB]]Gcp
is exact.
4. EQUIVARIANT KK-THEORY
We will let KG denote the C*-algebra of compact operators on the
Hilbert space L2(G). Let \ denote the right regular representation of G on
L2(G), i.e., \g()(k)=2(g)12 (kg),  # L2(G). We shall consider KG as a
G-algebra with the action { given by {g(x)=\g x\*g . Set K G=KG K,
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where K denotes the C*-algebra of compact operators on a separable
infinite dimensional Hilbert space. K G is a G-algebra with action { idK .
For any pair of G-algebras, A and B, we set
KK
t G(A, B)=[[SAK G , SBK G]]Gcp .
First of all it is obvious that KK
t G(A, B) is a functor from G-algebras to
abelian groups; contravariant in the first variable, A, and covariant in the
second, B. The first step will be to derive an appropriate version of Bott-
periodicity for this bifunctor. As should be expected the proof of this is
again based on the extension
0  K  T0  S  0; (4.1)
cf. [Cu]. Before we can use it we need some lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let j: (B, ;)  (E, #) be an equivariant V-homomorphism such
that j(B) is an ideal in E. It follows that there is a G-invariant approximate
unit for
(BKG , ;{) www
j idKG (EKG , #{).
Proof. The proof hinges on a Takai duality type theorem involving
co-actions. For a fine overview of what we shall need we refer to [BS],
from which we will borrow our notation. By equivariance of j we get a
canonical V-homomorphism }^: B_r G  E_r G. This map is equivariant for
the canonical co-actions of G and induces therefore, in turn, a V-homo-
morphism }^^: B_r G_G  E_r G_G . }^^ is equivariant for the bi-dual actions ;
and #^^ of G on B_r G_G and E_r G_G , respectively. By a duality
theorem, which seems to be the work of many hands (cf. [IT], [Ka], [V],
[LPRS]), there are equivariant V-isomorphisms (B_r G_G , ; )& (BKG ,
;{) and (E_r G_G , #^^)& (EKG , #{). By inspection of the proof(s)
we see that we get a commuting diagram
(B_r G_G , ; ) ww
& (BKG , ;{)
}^^ j idKG
(E_r G_G , ; ) ww
& (EKG , ;{)
Therefore it suffices to show that there exists a G-invariant approximate
unit for }^^: (B_r G_G , ; )  (E_r G_G , #^^). To this end, let [un] be an
approximate unit for B_r G and set wn=iE_r G@ ( }^^(un)) # M(E_r G_G ). By
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definition of #^^ we have that #^^g(wn)=wn for all g, n. If x # E_r G, f # C0(G),
we find that
wniE_r G@ (x)(1E_r G Mf )=iE_r G@ ( }^(un) x)(1E_r G Mf ) # }^^(B_r G_G ).
Since [iE_r G@ (x)(1E_r G Mf) : x # E_r G, f # C0(G)] spans a dense set in
E_r G_G we find that wn E_r G_G / }^^(B_r G_G ) for all n. If y # B_r G
we find that
lim
n  
wniE_r G@ ( }^( y))(1E_r G Mf)= limn  
iE_r G@ ( }^(uny))(1E_r G Mf)
=iE_r G@ ( j^^( y))(1E_r G Mf ).
Hence limn  wn }^^(z)= }^^(z), z # B_r G_G , since [iE_r G@( }^^( y))(1E_r G Mf):
y # B_r G, f # C0(G)] spans a dense set in }^^(B_r G_G ). K
Corollary 4.2. Let 0  J wj E wp A  0 be a G-extension which
admits a completely positive contractive equivariant section for p. Then
0  JK G www
j idK G EKG www
p idK G AK G  0
is an equivariantly semi-split G-extension.
Proof. By tensoring the given section for p with the identity map on K G
we get a completely positive contractive equivariant section for p idK G .
The rest follows from the previous lemma. K
From [T2] we recall the following definition. Let F be a covariant
functor from the category of G-algebras to the category of abelian groups.
Let (A, :) be a G-algebra and let ;: G  Aut AK be an action of G on
AK which makes (AK, ;) into a G-algebra. Let e # K be a minimal
non-zero projection and assume that .(a)=ae, a # A, is an equivariant
V-homomorphism, .: (A, :)  (AK, ;). If, in all such cases, the result-
ing map .
*
: F(A, :)  F(AK, ;) is an isomorphism, we say that F is
stable.
Lemma 4.3. Let F be a stable covariant functor from the category of
G-algebras to the category of abelian groups. It follows that there is a natural
isomorphism of functors, F()&F(K G).
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Proof. Let (A, :) be a G-algebra. Define SA : AKGK  M2(A
KG K) and TA : AKG K  M2(AKG K) by
SA(a)=\a0
0
0+
and
TA(a)=\00
0
a+ ,
respectively. Since the action { idK on KG K is inner we see that
:{ idK is exterior equivalent to : idK G , so by the (2_2)-matrix
trick of Connes (cf. [Co1, Lemme 2.2.6]), there is an action of ; on G on
M2(AK G) such that
SA : (AK G , :{ idK )  (M2(AK G), ;)
and
TA : (AK G , : idK G )  (M2(AK G), ;)
are both equivariant. It follows from the stability of F that
SA* : F(AK G , :{ idK )  F(M2(AK G), ;)
and
TA* : F(AK G K, : idK G )  F(M2(AK G), ;)
are both isomorphisms. Fix a minimal non-zero projection in KG K
and define an equivariant V-homomorphism sA : (A, :)  (AK G , : idK G )
by sA(a)=ae. The stability of F implies that sA* : F(A, :)  F(AK G ,
: idK G ) is an isomorphism and we set
/A=S &1A* b TA* b sA* : F(A, :)  F(AK G , :{ idK ).
This /A gives us the natural transformation we are after. K
Observe that it follows from Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 that any
stable functor from the category of G-algebras to the category of abelian
groups which is half-exact with respect to equivariantly semi-split extensions
is actually automatically half-exact with respect to G-extensions which admit
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a completely positive contractive section for the quotient map. Now let A
be an arbitrary G-algebra and consider the extension
0  AK  T0 AK w
p SAK  0, (4.2)
obtained from (4.1) by tensoring with AK.
Lemma 4.4. Let F be a stable homotopy invariant functor from the category
of G-algebras to the category of abelian groups. Assume that F is half-exact with
respect to equivariantly semi-split G-extensions. It follows that there is a natural
isomorphism of functors F(S2A)  F(A) obtained as the connecting map coming
from extension (4.2).
Proof. This follows from Cuntz’s Bott-periodicity theorem [Cu] in
the following way. Fix a G-algebra A. A nuclear C*-algebra D can be
considered a G-algebra equipped with the trivial action. Hence we can
define a functor H from the category of nuclear C*-algebras to abelian
groups by setting H(D)=F(DA). Apply Cuntz’s theorem to this functor.
K
Theorem 4.5. Let x # [[S2AK, AK]]Gcp be the element obtained
by applying the equivariant ConnesHigson construction to (4.2). Set XA=
&S(x [idKG ]) # KK
t G(S 2A, A). Then XA is invertible with respect to the
composition product and the map, KK
t G(S2A, S2B)  KK
t G(A, B), given by
z [ X B vz vX
&1
A , is the inverse of the double-suspension S
2: KK
t G(A, B) 
KK
t G(S 2A, S2B).
Proof. The proof from the non-equivariant case can be adopted almost
verbatim. The argument appears to the best of my knowledge first in an
unpublished manuscript by Connes and Higson [CH2]. It has been described
also in [Co2], [S], and more recently in the equivariant setting in
[GHT], [T1]. We omit it here. K
Theorem 4.6. Let F be a stable homotopy invariant functor from the
category of G-algebras to the category of abelian groups. Assume that F is
half-exact with respect to equivariantly semi-split extensions Let A be a
G-algebra and consider an arbitrary element d # F(A). It follows that there is
a unique natural transformation
T: KK
t G(A, )  F()
such that TA([idA])=d.
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Proof. Let x # [[SAK G , SBK G]]Gcp be represented by the com-
pletely positive equivariant asymptotic homomorphism .=(.t): SAK G
 SBK G . This gives us the equivariantly semi-split extension
0  S2BK G  E.  SAK G  0, (4.3)
so when we apply the functor F the connecting map gives us a homomor-
phism F(S2AK G)  F(S 2BK G); cf. Proposition 3.8. By using the
stability and the Bott-periodicity theorem (cf. Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4), this trans-
lates over to a homomorphism Tx : F(A)  F(B). Define TB : [[SAK G ,
SBK G]]Gcp  F(B) by TB(x)=Tx(d ). To see that this map is well-defined,
let ., : SAK G  SBK G be completely positive equivariant asymptotic
homomorphisms which are homotopic, say via 8. There is then an obvious
commuting diagram
0 S2BK G E. ww SAK G ww 0
?0
0 ww C[0, 1]S 2BK G ww E8 ww SAK G ww 0
?1
0 S2BK G E ww SAK G ww 0
of equivariantly semi-split G-extensions. By applying the functor F to the
diagram we see that Tx is independent of the completely positive equi-
variant asymptotic homomorphism we choose to represent x with. To
show that the transformation is natural, let *: SBK G  SB1 K G be an
equivariant V-homomorphism. There is then an obvious commuting diagram
0 ww S2BK G ww E. ww SAK G ww 0
*
0 ww S2B1 K G ww E* b . ww SAK G ww 0
so the naturality of the transformation follows by using Lemma 3.6. From
the naturality it follows straightforwardly, in the usual way (cf. Lemma 3.2
in [H1]), that TB is actually a homomorphism. It follows from Lemma 3.9
that TA([idA])=d. This proves the existence part of the statement.
To prove the uniqueness part, let U: [[SAK G , S& K G]]Gcp  F()
be a natural transformation such that UA([idA])=d. Consider an element
x=[.] # [[SAK G , SBK G]]Gcp . Let 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 denote the con-
necting maps obtained by applying the functors [[S 3AK G , S]]Gcp ,
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[[SAK G , S]]Gcp , F(S
2), and F, respectively, to the equivariantly semi-
split extension (4.3). We get a commuting diagram
S2
KK
tG (S 2A, S 2A) ww1 KK
tG (S 2A, S2 B)
S2 B1 B1
KK
tG (A, A) B2
&1
KK
tG (A, S2A) 2 KK
tG (A, S 2B) B2 KK
tG (A, B)
US 2 A US 2 B
UA F(S2 A)
3 F(S 2 B) UB
B B
F(A)
4 F(B)
The map B occurring in the diagram is the Bott-periodicity isomorphism
for the functor F (cf. Lemma 4.4) and similarly B1 , B2 denote the Bott-peri-
odicity isomorphisms for KK
t G in the first and second variables, respectively.
In terms of the maps involved in this diagram, TB(x)=4(d ), by definition. By
assumption UA([idA])=d, so TB(x)=4 b UA([idA]). It follows from
Proposition 3.13 and Lemma 3.4 that 1([idS2A])=S2(x), so we find from
the commutativity of the diagram that 4 b UA([idA])=UB(x). K
To use this result to compare KK
t G and KKG we need to know that
KK
t G(A, ) is itself a functor of the type for which it has the universal
property described in Theorem 4.6. It is obviously homotopy invariant and
it is half-exact with respect to equivariantly semi-split G-extensions by
Theorem 3.11. We prove here that it is stable.
Lemma 4.7. Let (A, :), (AK, ;) be G-algebras and e # K a minimal
non-zero projection such that .(a)=ae defines an equivariant V-homomor-
phism .: (A, :)  (AK, ;). There is then an equivariant V-isomorphism
: (AKKG , ;{)  (AKKG , : idK {) such that
(AKG , :{)
. idKG (AKKG , ;{)
. idKG

(AKKG , : idK {)
commutes.
Proof. By using the same Takai duality-type theorem as that in the
proof of Lemma 4.1 we may prove instead that there is a V -isomorphism
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*: (AK)_r, ; G_G  (AK)_r, : idK G_G which is equivariant with
respect to the bi-dual actions and makes the diagram
.^^
(A_r, : G_G , :^^)
.^^ ((AK)_r, ; G_G , ; )
*
((AK)_r, : idK G_G , : idK@ )
commute. To do this it suffices to construct a V-isomorphism +: (AK)_r, ; G
 (AK)_r, : idK G which is equivariant with respect to the canonical
co-actions of G and makes the diagram
.^
A_r, : G
.^
(AK)_r, ; G
+ (4.4)
(AK)_r, : idK G
commute. To this end we first pick a full set of matrix units [eij : i, j # N]
in K such that e11=e. For each g # G we define a unitary vg # M(AK)
by
vg= :

i=1
(1e i1) ;g (1e1i).
The sum converges in the strict topology. It is then straightforward to
check that G % g [ ug is continuous in the strict topology and that the
following hold: vg;g(x) v*g=:g  idK (x), vgh=vg;g(vh), x # AK, g, h # G.
In other words, v is a ;-cocycle defining an exterior equivalence between ;
and : idK . Note that ;g (1e11)=1e11 since ;g (ae11)=:g(a)e11
for all a # A. It follows that
vg(ae)=ae (4.5)
for all g # G, a # A. Using standard notation we define +: (AK)_r, ; G 
(AK)_r, : idK G by
+ \|G f (g) ug dg+=|G f (g) vg*ug dg, f # Cc(G, AK).
It is well-known that + gives a V-isomorphism and it is clear that + is equi-
variant for the canonical co-actions of G. It follows from (4.5) that the
diagram (4.4) commutes. K
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Lemma 4.8. For any G-algebra A, the functor KK
t G(A, ) is stable.
Proof. This follows straightforwardly from Lemma 4.7. K
Theorem 4.9. There is an isomorphism T: KK
t G(A, B)  KK G(A, B)
which is natural in A and B and sends the composition product in KK
t G to the
Kasparov product in KKG.
Proof. Since KK
t G(A, ) is stable we can combine Corollary 4.2 with
Proposition 3.13 to conclude that KK
t G(A, ) is split-exact in the sense of
[T2]. So by [T2, Theorem 2.2], there is a unique natural transformation
T: KKG(A, )  KK
t G(A, ) which sends [idA] # KKG(A, A) to [idA] #
KK
t G(A, A). In the other direction, it follows from [BS] that KKG(A, ) is
half-exact with respect to G-extensions which admit a completely positive
contractive section for the quotient map; in particular also for equivariantly
semi-split extensions. As shown in [T2], KKG(A, ) is also stable, so from
Theorem 4.6 we get a unique natural transformation KK
t G(A, )  KKG(A, )
which sends [idA] # KK
t G(A, A) to [idA] # KKG(A, A). By uniqueness,
these two transformations are the inverses of each other. By construction,
T is natural in B. Fix an element x # KK
t G(A, B) and define transformations
S1 , S2 : KK
t G(B, )  KKG(B, ) by S1(z)=T(z vx) and S2(z)=T(z)T(x),
where  is the Kasparov product. (Note that we write the factors in a
Kasparov product in the opposite order of that used by Kasparov.) Both
S1 and S2 are natural transformations sending [idB] to T(x). So by the
uniqueness part of Theorem 4.6 we conclude that S1=S2 , and hence that
T(z vx)=T(z)T(x). To prove the naturality in the first variable, let
: A  A1 be an equivariant V-homomorphism. Then T([])=T(*[idA])
=
*
(T([idA]))=*([idA])=[]. Consequently, for any x # KK
t G(A1 , B),
T(*(x))=T(x v[])=T(x)[]=*(T(x)). K
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